
CENTURY Tech in our school

Saint John Houghton



What is CENTURY?

?

● Learns how your brain learns
● Measures how quickly or slowly you work 

and what scores you get

 AI 
powered

CENTURY is an AI powered online 
platform that...

● Teaches English, Maths and Science

● Gives you your own learning pathway



Artificial Intelligence

What does AI 
stand for? Do you think 

you’ve ever 
used AI and 

where?

CENTURY 
works a bit 
like Netflix.

Search engines 
like Google

Alexa/Siri
On a mobile phone

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2dhD9zR6hk


Login details  
app.century.techaaa    



Recommended Pathway  

This is your pathway.

First, we need to personalise this!

We do this with a diagnostic.

What do you 
think a 

diagnostic 
might be?

diagnose



Try your best and don’t worry about using the ‘I don’t know’  
button to let the platform know that you don’t know. 

Diagnostics

These are like a mini-quiz.

You don’t get any feedback.



Nuggets

Your Recommended Pathway will 
now be unique for you!

You can try the first nugget.

You might have heard 
the word referring to a 
nugget of gold, a small 
piece of gold...

On CENTURY, it’s a small piece of learning!

...or a chicken nugget, a 
small piece of chicken.



Nuggets



Nuggets

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QrdZgoye3GYssOZXe-3dzGCidnN43jX6/preview


Nuggets

Click on this to 
move onto the 
questions.



Nuggets

This shows 
which question 
you are on.

You can go 
back to the 
video or the 
slideshow if 
you need to.



Nuggets
You can choose 
between the 
video and the 
slideshow.



Nuggets

You are now 
told if your 
answer is 
correct or 
incorrect.

If you get an 
answer wrong, use 
up to 3 reveals an 
hour to see the 
correct answer.



What colour do 
you think a 
better score of 
over 70% would 
be?

Nuggets

What should I 
do here?



Badges and Streaks

Win different 
badges for 
completing 
nuggets on 
CENTURY

See how long 
you can keep 
your streak up 
on CENTURY.



Complete a nugget 
that CENTURY 
recommends for you.

My Dashboard
Track your progress in nuggets and 
assignments via My Dashboard.

See when you’ve completed work on 
CENTURY and the amount of time spent.

Track which nuggets 
you have completed 
and which courses.



My Dashboard
See your strengths and your areas for 
improvement for each course in detail.

Toggle to see your progress in 
different courses.



Top Tips 

Always have something to write with.

Return to the video 
or remember card if 
you’re stuck.

Aim for a green 
score. If your 
score is red or 
yellow, try the 
nugget again.Make sure you 

read any feedback 
you are given.

Watch the video and have a go at 
the practice questions within it 
before moving onto the assessment.



zzz

Log in Complete the first 
diagnostic. 

Work through the nuggets in your recommended path.

app.century.tech

1. 2. 3.

What should I do on CENTURY?



Any questions?


